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Generative AI

Artificial Intelligence

Machine Learning

Deep Learning

Artificial Intelligence
A science devoted to making machines
think and act like humans.

Machine Learning
Focuses on enabling computers to perform
tasks without explicit programming.

Deep Learning
A subset of machine learning based on
artificial neural networks.

Generative AI
Generate brand-new, unique artifacts that
resemble but don’t repeat t he original data.

Source: https://dev.pro/insights/exploring-popular-generative-ai-applications-in-2023/



What is Generative AI?

Generative AI refers to AI techniques that learn a representation
of artifacts from data, and use it to generate brand-new, unique
artifacts that resemble but don’t repeat the original data. These
artifacts can serve benign or nefarious purposes. Generative AI
can produce totally novel content (including text, images, video,
audio, structures), computer code, synthetic data, workflows
and models of physical objects. Generative AI also can be used
in art, drug discovery or material design.

Source:
https://www.gartner.com/en/information-technology/glossary/generative-ai



What is Large Language Models (LLMs)?
A large language model (LLM) is a specialized type of artificial
intelligence (AI) that has been trained on vast amounts of text to
understand existing content and generate original content.

Source:
https://www.gartner.com/en/information-technology/glossary/large-language-models-llm
https://www.gartner.com/en/information-technology/glossary/prompt-engineering

What is Prompt Engineering?
Prompt engineering is the discipline of providing inputs, in the
form of text or images, to generative AI models to specify and
confine the set of responses the model can produce. Prompt
engineering is also referred to as "in-context learning".



50 National Artificial Intelligence Policies as at February 2020.

50 National AI Strategies - The 2020 AI Strategy Landscape

Source: https://www.holoniq.com/notes/50-national-ai-strategies-the-2020-ai-strategy-landscape



แผนปฏิบติัการดา้นป�ญญาประดษิฐแ์หง่ชาติ เพื�อการพฒันาประเทศไทย เพื�อการพฒันาประเทศไทย (พ.ศ. 2565-2570)

Thailand National AI Strategy

Source: https://ai.in.th/wp-content/uploads/2023/08/AI-Thailand-Annual-2023-1.pdf



ประกาศมหาวทิยาลัยมหดิล เรื�อง หลักการใชเ้ครื�องมอืทางป�ญญาประดษิฐใ์นการจดัการเรยีนการสอน (27 พ.ย. 66) 

Mahidol University Announcement about AI

Source: https://stang.sc.mahidol.ac.th/pdf/itlaw/mupk_25661127.pdf

https://stang.sc.mahidol.ac.th/pdf/itlaw/mupk_25661127.pdf


Since: 12 July 2024
Website: https://gemini.google.com

Gemini gives you direct access to
Google AI. Get help with writing,
planning, learning, and more.
Gemini is an experiment based on
LaMDA 2 (Language Model for
Dialogue Applications) developed
by Google. 

Updated: 12/06/2024

https://blog.google/technology/ai/lamda/


Price

Company

Device

Genaretive AI: Text to Text Comparison

Free/Paid

OpenAI

ChatGPT

Free/Paid

Google

Gemini

Free/Paid

Microsoft

Genaretive AI: Text to Text MS Copilot

Web / Android / iOS Web / Android / iOS

Updated: 12/06/2024

Operating System (OS) GPT-3.5/GPT-4/GPT-4o Gemini/Gemini Advance Copilot/Copilot Pro

Web / Android

https://www.bualabs.com/archives/4402/large-language-model-llm-%e0%b8%84%e0%b8%b7%e0%b8%ad%e0%b8%ad%e0%b8%b0%e0%b9%84%e0%b8%a3/
https://www.bualabs.com/archives/4402/large-language-model-llm-%e0%b8%84%e0%b8%b7%e0%b8%ad%e0%b8%ad%e0%b8%b0%e0%b9%84%e0%b8%a3/
https://www.bualabs.com/archives/4402/large-language-model-llm-%e0%b8%84%e0%b8%b7%e0%b8%ad%e0%b8%ad%e0%b8%b0%e0%b9%84%e0%b8%a3/


Limited knowledge

Bias and fairness

Explainability and transparency

Creativity and originality

Limitations of Gemini

Source: https://gemini.google.com/faq

https://tome.app/tomecommunity/one-page-website-cljx4izc91xyopo3eq162cgvi


Is Thailand located in Southeast Asia?1

Does the human body have 24 organs?2

Yes/No Question

Simple Question

How many states are there in the USA?1

Where is Stang Mongkolsuk Library?2



What is Global Warming? How can we contribute to

solving the problem of global warming?

1

Complicated Question

1

Please analyze and explain it in an informal style.2

Please paraphrase this Abstract.

Summary/Analysis Content



Write a Text Prompt with Coefficient

Source: https://coefficient.io/ai-prompt-generator
Updated: 12/06/2024


